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Over 12,000 people in Stormont,
Dundas, Glengarry, Cornwall and
Akwesasne were helped locally
through 16 organizations and
19 programs

A MESSAGE
FROM THE
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
When we prepare the Impact Report, it is easy
to always run straight into the statistics that are
measurable such as the amount of cash flow
into the organization versus donations to the
community. The number of individuals that
accessed services because of the donations
that we distributed. However, impact is bigger
than that. Impact must also look at the changes
that were made but can’t be calculated, such as
modifications to a system or to a way of working,
changes to policies and procedures that affect
our population or even a change in perception.
This year, as you will read in this report, we did
have a tremendous impact in the quantitative
measurements associated with our work, but we
also had a tremendous impact on these qualitative
aspects of our community. These qualitative
changes will inevitably impact the quantitative
impacts in the future, and so those changes will
see a lasting impact on our community for years
to come.
The non-profit sector has always known that
there were gaps in services, and moments of
transition in peoples lives like a death of a loved
one, a loss of job, that can thrust people quickly
into debt, and then into poverty. Poverty, a
complicated web that is difficult to navigate
out of, can easily drag generations of the same
family into its depths of despair. The pandemic
highlighted these gaps, the inequalities in our
society, and showed a large portion, if not all of
the population, just how vulnerable we all are to a
crisis.
This year, more than ever, the impact our work
had resounded through the community. With
the collaborative tables on which we sit, and the
working groups for which we chair, we were able

to work shoulder to shoulder with our region’s key
stakeholders and map out the best way to assist
our communities’ most vulnerable. We mapped
out gaps, built services to catch individuals before
they fell too deep into the web, and created
systems that would care for them in a holistic way
while their lives found stability once again.
We were only able to do this because, time and
time again, our communities, our local businesses,
and the amazing individuals that call our region
home stepped up, volunteered, donated and
ensured we had the funds to make the necessary
changes that our region needed. We were only
able to do this because politicians, community
leaders and decision makers trusted the work we,
and our partner agencies were doing.
This impact report focuses on the funds received,
how they were spent, and the lives that were
impacted directly by the organizations that
received donations, however, impact in our
community is bigger than that. Our impact over
the last year also involved changing the way we
work together to ensure those organizations have
the support to do what they do best, and know
where to turn when their clients, our communities’
most vulnerable, need more then what they can
offer them.
I am proud to say that the programs we rolled
out with our partner agencies over the last year
brought back hope after a time when so many
thought it was lost for good. Our work brought
back energy to frontline nonprofit workers that
were on the verge of burning out. Our work
created models of collaboration that will continue
long after we no longer hear about COVID-19 in
the news.
Thank you to everyone who contributed to
the UWC SDG over the last year, by donating,
volunteering, or participating in a committee
or working group. The donation of your time,
your money, and your energy changed lives,
changed our community, and for that, we are
grateful.

Juliette Labossière
Executive Director,
United Way Centraide SDG
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LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We acknowledge the Indigenous Peoples of all the lands that you may find yourself on.
Where our office is situated in Cornwall, Ontario, we are on the traditional territory of the
Haudenosaunee, the Mohawks of Akwesasne.
We acknowledge the importance of the lands which we each call home. We do this to
reaffirm our commitment and responsibility in improving relationships between nations
and to improving our own understanding of local Indigenous peoples and their cultures.
From coast to coast to coast, we acknowledge the ancestral and unceded territory of all
the Inuit, Métis, and First Nations people that call this land home.

OUR
ROLE
For more than 80 years, the
United Way Centraide SDG has
strived to break down barriers,
create opportunities, and improve
lives in our region.
With the social and economic impacts of the
pandemic challenging our community over
the past two years, the role of the United Way
became essential not only in supporting the
life-changing work of our member agencies but
also by working collaboratively with community
organizations and residents to identify and
address the most pressing needs as more and
more people depended on these services more
than ever before.
Our mission is to improve lives and build
community

We work as a catalyst
and coordinator
with organizations

We provide training
and support for
volunteers and agencies
in our community

We raise awareness
about social issues and
needs in our community

Our vision is to respond to our community’s
needs through progressive, evolving and
informative actions
Our values provide the philosophical
foundation for all that we do, collectively and
individually, with our agencies, donors, staff,
volunteers, and our communitiy. We are:

Accountable
Trustworthy
Respectful

We fundraise to invest
in a range of health and
social services for
residents of our region

Engaged
Collaborative
Positive
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2021/22 BY THE
NUMBERS
In 2021/22, we were able to invest over one million dollars into the Stormont, Dundas, Glengarry,
Cornwall, and Akwesane for the first time because of the outstanding generosity of our community.
The total amount of money we received was $1,737,503, which came fom multiple sources such as
foundations, donations, fundraising, employee campaigns (local and national), corporate donations, a
new Major Donor Program, and the City of Cornwall’s Social Services Relief Fund.

Revenue by source
$231,600
Foundations

$634,000
City of Cornwall
(Food Hampers)

$100,826

Corporate & Grants

$115,703
Individual Donors

$52,164

$162,000

$55,733

$156,479

Employee Workplace
Campaign

United Way
National Campaigns

Major Donor
Program (New)

71% of all money
that came in was
invested back into the
community.

Fundraising

Investments in the community by type
$357,313

Community Investment
Fund

$614,424
Food Hampers

$157,950
Last Resort Fund

$26,665
LEAP

$44,010

Tech Support (Circles)

$5,000
Hope Bags

$33,139

Other Contributions
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$1,234,188 was
invested into Cornwall,
Akwesasne, Stormont,
Dundas, and Glengarry
in 2021-22.

COMMUNITY
INVESTMENT
The United Way funds a network
of local agencies that offer vital
programs to thousands of people
across Stormont, Dundas, Glengarry,
when they need it most.
By managing investments in a wide
range of programs/services, we
ensure that every dollar donated fills
gaps in care and addresses the most
pressing needs in our communities.
All funded programs fit within United Way’s three
focus areas to create lasting social change in our
community:
Helping Kids Be All They Can Be: Programs
that ensure children and youth are valued and
supported members of the community with
opportunities and resources to help them reach
their fullest potential.
Moving People from Poverty to Possibility:
Programs developed to help people engage in
their community by supporting those who lack
basic necessities, investing in training programs,
and working towards helping people get ahead in
life.

$357,313

invested in 16 agencies and 19
programs serving Stormont,
Dundas and Glengarry.

12,036

people were helped in SDGCA
through these funded programs
last year.

Funding Distribution
by Impact Area

61%
Building Strong and
Healthy Communities

13%
Moving People from
Poverty to Possibility

Building Strong and Healthy Communities:
Programs that improve opportunities for people
to access programs and supports that empower
them to overcome barriers, build resilience,
reduce isolation and be part of a caring, inclusive
community.

26%
Helping Kids Be All
They Can Be
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HELPING KIDS BE ALL
THEY CAN BE
Key Issues
In Canada, 1.3 million children live in
conditions of poverty (that’s 1 in 5).
The pandemic has been incredibly
hard on today’s youth leaving them
feeling isolated from their support
systems and peers.
Youth are too often faced with threats
to their stability and mental health.
When they don’t feel safe or valued,
they can’t learn, grow or develop
resiliency.
10-20% of Canadian youth struggle
with their mental health. Suicide is
the second leading cause of death in
15–24-year old’s and 4000 individuals
die prematurely each year because
of it. Eastern Ontario sits above
the provincial rate for completed
suicides.
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How we helped in 2021/22:
The goal is to
give children
and youth
opportunities to
thrive

$92,900
invested in

The United Way invested in
programs that focused on:
•
•
•

Connectedness and
community involvement
Emotional and physical
wellbeing
Success in School

209

3

community agencies

5

local programs

262 youth
supported

youth participated in
afterschool programs with
the BGC Cornwall/SDG that
provided a safe space to feel
welcomed, accepted, valued
and respected.

17

children received one-on-one
mentoring with Big Brothers
and Big Sisters of Cornwall
and District to help improve
self-esteem, mental health and
wellbeing.

36

children in the Section 23
program with the help of
Équipe psycho-sociale were
able to continue learning in
school.
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MOVING PEOPLE FROM
POVERTY TO POSSIBILITES
Key Issues
28.6% of adults from SDG did not finish high
school
Inflation has caused many individuals to struggle
to make ends meet. Bread, alone, has gone up 40
cents a loaf over the past year.
9.6% of Canadians have reported having
experienced some level of food insecurity in their
household.
Among persons with disabilities aged 15 years and
over, 1.5 million had an unmet need for an aid or
device. Of these, 1 million indicated that cost was
the reason for their unmet need. This represented
69% of those with unmet needs or 17% of all
persons with disabilities
Adults with physical disabilities are often unable
to work due to chronic health concerns and their
incomes are usually minimal. Many live on less
than $20,000 per year.
The Eastern Ontario Health Unit survey indicates
that 64% of its January 2018 food bank users were
on Ontario Disability Support.
For seniors, Statistics Canada data shows that 12
percent are living in poverty, and seniors living
alone are particularly hard-pressed financially, with
more than 1 in 4 single seniors, mostly women,
living in poverty.
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How we helped in 2021/22:
The goal is to
help people
by reducing
the impact of
poverty

$46,175
invested in

The United Way invested in
programs that focused on
•
•
•

Food Security
Employment
Community

150

people had access to a warm
ready-made breakfast three
times a week at Centre 105.

117

individuals received free
essential skills training to
increase literacy, digital
technology understanding,
and the specific knowledge
needed to find the stable
employment they want with
the help of Tri-County Literacy
Council.

10

individuals with Acquired
Brain Injury received
community-based supports
with Vista Centre Brain Injury
Services to maximize their
life potential.

3

community agencies

3

local programs

277
individuals
supported
supported
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BUILDING STRONG AND
HEALTHY COMMUNITIES
Key Issues
From 2020 - 2021, Community Navigation of Eastern
Ontario’s helpline (211) saw a 22% increase in calls for SDG,
an above average increase compared to other regions of
Eastern Ontario
1 in 5 Canadians will have a mental illness in their lifetime.
38% of Canadians say their mental health has declined
due to COVID-19, and people already struggling with their
mental health were two times more likely to say their mental
health has declined due to the pandemic.
Nearly 20% of Ontarians have indicated that they have
increased their use of substances as a way to cope during
the pandemic.
For each suicide death there are 5 self-inflicted injury
hospitalizations, 25 to 30 attempts and 7 to 10 people
profoundly affected.
1 in 4 seniors live with a mental health problem (e.g.
depression, anxiety or dementia) or illness, and 10 to 15%
of adults 65 years or older and living in the community
suffer from depression
Approximately 50% of people over the age of 80 report
feeling lonely; men over the age of 80 have the highest
suicide rate of all age groups.
1 in 3 women in Canada will experience sexual assault at
some point over the course of their lives. When sexual
assault trauma is left untreated it will most often lead
to addictions, mental health concerns, suicide, suicide
ideation, self-harm, PTSD.
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How we helped in 2021/22:
The goal is to
help people
connect to the
supports they
need

$218,688

The United Way invested in
programs that focused on
•
•
•

Seniors
Community mental health and
wellbeing
Sexual and/or Domestic Violence

990

people accessed community services by
calling 211 or chatting online via Community
Navigation of Eastern Ontario.

98

79 individuals had access to behavioural
therapy and 19 caregivers who care for
children or adult children had respite to tend
to personal needs with Inspire - Community
Support Services.

invested in

10

community agencies

11

local programs

11,547
individuals
supported

9598
37
212
70
494
16

people were provided with mental health
information and access to resources with
the help the Canadian Mental Health
Association.
transgender, non-binary, and gender
non-conforming individuals had access to
supports thanks to Diversity Cornwall to
help them feel confident with their identity.
French-speaking seniors accessed
intellectual vitality workshops to help
improve many cognitive functions from
Centre Charle-Émile Claude.
survivors of domestic abuse had access to
counselling across SDGC&A to understand
their trauma and work towards a hopeful
future with SASS for Women.
individuals had meals delivered to their
door along with regular check-ins for those
experiencing isolations with the Meals on
Wheels program.
individuals received assisted devices to help
with mobility inside and outside of the home
(i.e. wheelchairs, bed rails, shower seats)
thanks to March of Dimes to stay in their
home.
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COMMUNITY
INITIATIVES
The pandemic exposed
and amplified many of
the key issues that have
been impacting our
community for years.
Stable work was difficult
to find with inconsistent
restrictions, the rising cost
of living challenged many
individuals, and the lack of
affordable housing units
became the biggest crisis in
our region.
We saw, for the first time in
years, increased reliance on
non-profits and charities to
14

help people in need
beyond our capacity.
We knew we had to
do something quickly
to address the crisis
immediately, something
beyond our traditional
funding to meet the
growing need.
With the members of the
Regional Emergency and
Strategic Response Council,
and other key stakeholders,
new projects were rolled
out.

How we helped in 2021/22:
Food Hampers
$614,424 was invested in the program to deliver
9,161 hampers/gift cards to people in need.

Hope Bags
$5,000 was invested to deliver 95 Hope Bags and 35
camping kits to homeless individuals across SDGC&A.

LEAP

$26,665 was invested to support 63 low-income
households (80 adults and 55 children) keep their
electricty on.

OESP

United Way supported 241 applications for the Ontario
Electricity Support Program to help low-income
households receive a monthly reduction off of each bill.

Last Resort Fund

$157,950 was invested to rehome 21 homeless
individuals and help a great number of families catch
up on bills such as hydro, gas, and rent.
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TYPES OF DONORS
Without the help of our generous donors, the United Way would
not have been able to fund as many programs as we did. Below is a
breakdown of our donors in 2021-2022.

Fundraising total: $997,104
Donor type

$ total donated

% of total

Corporate

$92,426

9.27%

Employee

$138,248

13.86%

$3,390

0.34%

Individual
» Major giving
» Leadership Giving
» Personal Gift
» Monthly

$275,380
$170,000
$34,873
$62,065
$8,442

27.62%
61.73%
12.66%
22.54%
3.07%

Events
» In house fundraising
» Third Party fundraising

$119,960
$91,610
$28,350

12.03%
76.37%
23.63%

Grants/Foundations

$265,602

26.64%

Sponsorships

$63,850

6.40%

Other Sources

$38,248

3.84%

Retirees
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MEMBER AGENCIES &
PROGRAMS
Helping Kids Be All They Can Be
Cornwall:

BGC Cornwall/SDG
Provides a safe, supportive place where
children and youth can experience
new opportunities, overcome barriers,
build positive relationships and develop
confidence and skills for life.
After school programs:
Provides a welcoming place for kids to come
after school (or virtually), make friends, and
participate in fun engaging activities that
encourage learning and discovery, health
and wellbeing, physical literacy, creative
expression, leadership development, and a
positive connection to community.
The Club:
Provides a safe, positive and inclusive
environment where youth aged 13-18 can
learn and grow, support their emotional and
mental health and learn life skills that will take
them throughout their careers and life.

Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Cornwall and District
Provides life-changing mentoring relationships,
igniting the power and potential of young
people. They also assist children, from primarily
lone parent families in Cornwall and SDG, to
achieve their full potential through mentoring
programs with caring, responsible adult
volunteers.
One on one mentoring program:
This program provides children and young
adults with a role model to talk to and share
the experiences of growing up with. Through
regular outings, a relationship is developed
between the mentor and the mentee, which
is built on trust and common interests, and is
supported by experienced case-workers.
Tel.: 613-933-8035
Email: cornwall@bigbrothersbigsisters.ca
Web: cornwall.bigbrothersbigsisters.ca

Tel: 613-938-4999
Email: staff@bgccornwallsdg.com
Web: bgccornwallsdg.com
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Dundas:

BGC Cornwall/SDG
Dundas Youth Program

Provides a safe, supportive place where
children and youth can experience new
opportunities, overcome barriers, build
positive relationships and develop confidence
and skills for life.
After school programs:
Provides a welcoming place for kids to come
after school (or virtually), make friends, and
participate in fun engaging activities that
encourage learning and discovery, health
and wellbeing, physical literacy, creative
expression, leadership development, and a
positive connection to community.

after school (or virtually), make friends, and
participate in fun engaging activities that
encourage learning and discovery, health and
wellbeing, physical literacy, creative expression,
leadership development, and a positive
connection to community.
The Club:
Provides a safe, positive and inclusive environment where youth aged 13-18 can learn
and grow, support their emotional and mental
health and learn life skills that will take them
throughout their careers and life.
Email: deborah@bgccornwallsdg.com
Web: bgccornwallsdg.com

Across SDG:

The Club:
Provides a safe, positive and inclusive
environment where youth aged 13-18 can
learn and grow, support their emotional and
mental health and learn life skills that will take
them throughout their careers and life.
Tel: 613-774-5487
Email: kherfkens@bgccornwallsdg.com
Web: bgccornwallsdg.com/
Glengarry:

BGC Cornwall/SDG

Glengarry Youth Program
Provides a safe, supportive place where
children and youth can experience new
opportunities, overcome barriers, build
positive relationships and develop confidence
and skills for life.
After school programs:
Provides a welcoming place for kids to come
18

Équipe psycho-sociale
Provides and helps develop mental health
services to children and youth who are
experiencing social-emotional and/or
behavioral issues impacting their everyday
functioning.
Section 23:
Section 23 offers educational services for
children and youth who are unable to attend
a ‘typical’ school because they have specific
mental health needs, a diagnosis and
challenges managing their behaviors. With
intensive clinical daily treatments and daily
and weekly counseling sessions, the student is
helped to understand their triggers and help
them with new strategies. The program grows
these skills and strategies until the student is
comfortable to return to class and focus on
academics.
Tel.: 613-938-7112
Email: eps@equipepsychosociale.ca
Web: eps-sdg.ca

Moving People from Poverty to Possibility
Cornwall:

Centre 105
Provides a drop-in day program where a hot
breakfast and a drink is offered as well as a
safe space to socialize.
Trinity Drop-In:
Provides a hot, ready to eat, nutritious
breakfast, along with a refreshing beverage,
every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday from
9:00am - 12:00pm. Along with breakfast,
which can be enjoyed on-site or brought
home, a space is also offered to be social,
enjoy a coffee, chat with friends and play a
board game
Tel.: 343-585-4360
Email: info@centre105.ca
Web: centre105.ca

Tri-County Literacy Council

Tel.: 613-932-7161
Email: info@tricountyliteracycouncil.ca
Web: tricountyliteracycouncil.wordpress.com
SDGC&A

Vista Centre Brain Injury
Services Cornwall
Provides individuals who have suffered brain
injury services that are unique and individual
to the needs of each person. They also
provide long term support as there is potential
for goal achievement.
Transportation:
Funds the transportation for clients to be able
to obtain the services offered by Vista Centre
Brain Injury Services.
Tel.: 343-885-8451
Web: vistacentre.ca

Provides literacy instruction, based on
Essential Skills training like literacy and
basic skills upgrading, General Educational
Development Preparation, Apprenticeship
Preparation, Basic Computer training and
Occupational training for entry level positions.
Volunteer Coordinator:
Recruits, trains and oversees and provides
professional development for every volunteer
within the organization. These volunteers
work in many capacities including one-on-one
tutoring, in class mentoring, office assistants,
Boards of Directors, marketing or as guest
speakers.
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Building Strong and Healthy Communities:
Cornwall:

their stories, provide support, and inspire hope.

Meals on Wheels Cornwall

Peer Grief Support Program:

Provides a service that delivers hot,
nutritious meals to homebound citizens of
Cornwall who are unable to prepare meals
for themselves. This helps clients stay
in their own homes longer and prevent
premature admission to Long Term Care
Facilities.

Peer grief support helps people find coping
mechanisms in difficult and very troubled times.
Peer to peer phone and virtual calls, along with
safe group activities provides concrete tools
people grieving can use to cope with their loss
and move towards healing

Meals on Wheels:
Monday to Friday between 11:00 am
and 1:00 pm, meals, which have been
prepared by the staff of the Glen Stor Dun
Lodge are distributed throughout the City
of Cornwall by trained Volunteers. Frozen
meal entrees and sides such as soup or
desserts are available as a supplement to
the current hot meal clients for evening,
weekends and holidays.
Tel.: 613-933-3384
Email: amorin@cornwall.ca
Web: cornwall.ca/en/glenstordunlodge/
MealsonWheels.asp
Across SDG:

Bereaved Families of
Ontario Southeastern
Region
Provides a safe environment and helpful
resources to help individuals in their grief
journey after losing a loved one. They
offer multiple programs that are based on
the peer-to-peer support model in which
individuals with similar experiences share
20

Tel.: 613-936-7470
Email: bfo.enquiries@bfoser.ca
Web: bfoser.ca

Canadian Mental Health
Association
Provides programs to help ensure that all
Canadians experience good mental health and
well-being.
Talking about mental illness:
TAMI is an evidence based anti-stigma program
that helps to increase the understanding of
mental health/illness. It helps dispel common
misconceptions regarding mental illnesses and
those living with a mental illness. Students are
introduced to various mental disorders, causes,
treatments and available community resources.
Tel.: 613-933-5845
Email: office@cmha-east.on.ca
Web: cmha-east.on.ca/index.php/en/

Centre Charles-Émile Claude
Provides services to Francophone seniors in
Cornwall and the surrounding area focused on
well-being, education, culture and recreation,

aimed at eliminating isolation, promoting
a better quality of life and leading to the
extension of autonomy.
Ton cerveau au boulot:
Works to demystify dementia through an
educational program that focuses on the
intellectual vitality of seniors. With a 1.5
hour long 10 course program and a 1 hour
long 8 course program, seniors can work
virtually or in person on their own intellectual
development. The Program aims to sensitize
seniors on the virtue and the advantages of
working their brain for a better aging process.
Tel.: 613-932-1035
Email: centrecharlesemileclaude@gmail.com
Web: centrecharlesemileclaude.ca

Inspire Community Support
Services
Provides a variety of support services like
community-based specialized support and
clinical services to children, youth, adults
and families in the City of Cornwall and the
counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry.
They strive to inspire individuals to reach their
full potential
Independent Relief Services Program:
Provides a direct funding option to families/
caregivers of children and adults with
intellectual developmental disabilities allowing
them to purchase private respite services in
or out of their homes. These services provide
them with a much-needed break so that they
can maintain the family unit and keep their
child or adult at home.
Social Work Department (Mental Health
Services)
Provides clinical services such as therapeutic
counselling/psychotherapy, walk-in clinics,

violence against women and children
programs and partner assault response
program as well as developmental services
for youth and adult like case management,
psychological assessment, behavior
consultation, infancy stimulation and
development and family home share and
respite services.
Tel.: 613-937-3072
Email: info@inspire-sdg.ca
Web: inspire-sdg.ca
SDGC&A

Canadian Hearing Services
Provides professional services and products
that empower Deaf and hard of hearing
Canadians to overcome societal barriers.
General Support Service
Support clients in overcoming barriers to
communication and participation in their
communities on a daily basis, be that in
education, employment, community services,
health professionals, etc.
Hearing Care Counselling
The HCC program addresses need through
early identification of hearing loss, supporting
communication strategies with family /
friends / health care providers, and providing
communication devices to stay safe at home
and remain active in the community.
Tel.: 1-866-518-0000
Email: info@chs.ca
Web: chs.ca

Community Navigation of
Eastern Ontario
Provides access to community services and
21

information to the vulnerable population of
eastern Ontario by connecting them to the
resources they need.
211:
three-digit, 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, 365 days of the year, number where
members of the community can call, email,
chat or text to get help and to get connected
to programs and services they need.
Tel.: 2-1-1 or 613-761-9076
Email: info@cneo-nceo.ca
Web: cneo-nceo.ca

Diversity Cornwall
Diversity Cornwall promotes equality and
wellness for 2SLGBTQ+ individuals in the
Stormont, Dundas, and Glengarry area
through community events, education, and
advocacy.
Gender Affirmation Program:
Seeks to improve the mental and physical
wellbeing of transgender, two spirit, nonbinary and gender non-conforming individuals
in Akwesasne and SDG through programs
that help these individuals access gender
affirming medical care, help with the financial
cost of a legal name change, obtain gender
affirming clothing and undergarments. They
also provide timely access to mental health
support by providing financial support to
cover the costs of therapy or counseling and
provide referrals to 2SLGBTQ+ counselors.
Email: cornwall.diversity@gmail.com
Web: diversitycornwall.ca

March of Dimes Canada
Provides resources, empowered and
advocates for people with disabilities to live
fully and thrive in communities nationwide.
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Assistive Devices Program:
Assist adults with physical disabilities who are
in financial need to purchase assistive devices
that increase their mobility and functional independence. The programs offered help to buy,
repair and maintain a wide variety of mobility
or assistive equipment as well as obtain contact
information or resources to locate additional
funding sources.
Tel: 416-425-3463
Web: marchofdimes.ca/fr-ca

SASS for Women
Provides support for victims/survivors of sexual
violence and helps to prevent and eliminate
that form of violence.
Mobile Outreach Counseling Services:
Offers in person and virtual individual and
group sexual assault counselling to female
identified survivors 16 years and older in
SDG&A. Clients were met in their homes,
a public space, partners agency’s office or
through Zoom call. Clients were offered
counseling, accompaniment, referrals,
advocacy, and public education within the rural
areas of SDG&A
Tel.: 613-932-1755
Email: director@sassforwomen.ca
Web: sassforwomen.ca/

